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ABSTRACT

The need for efficient methods for archiving and retriev-
ing personal digital photo collections arises due to a signifi-
cant increase in the number of digital images and videos that
people have to manage. We propose a semantic face match-
ing approach for managing consumer photographs based on
semantic face attributes. These attributes are organized as a
semantic face graph (derived from a 3D generic face model)
containing facial components such as eyes and mouth in the
spatial domain. We align the semantic facial components in
the semantic face graph with the extracted facial features in
a given image. Aligned facial components are transformed
to a feature space spanned by Fourier descriptors of facial
components for face matching. The semantic face graph
allows face matching based on selected facial components.
Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed se-
mantic representation of the face is useful for face matching
and visualization (e.g., generating facial caricatures).

1. INTRODUCTION

With the widespread use of digital cameras and camcorders
and with the decrease in the cost of storage devices, con-
sumers are facing the problem of managing huge collec-
tions of digital photos. Accompanying this increase in dig-
ital content is a need for database management tools that
will allow people to easily archive and retrieve desired con-
tent from their digital collections. Furthermore, since hu-
mans and their activities are typically the subjects of inter-
est in both images and videos [2], [3], [5], detection and
identification of human faces will help to automate image
and video archival based on semantic (high-level) concepts,
such as the face and facial components. This will allow us
to search a database using queries of the form “find all the
images containing John’s faces,” and “search faces which
have Vincent’s eyes or Bill’s chin.” The traditional retrieval
systems for digital visual content [4] based on text and low-
level attributes (such as color, texture, shape, layout, and
motion) can not process above-mentioned queries. Model-
ing facial components at a semantic level (i.e., eyebrows,
eyes, nose, mouth, face outline, ears, and the hair outline)
helps to reveal how the individual components contribute

to face recognition. This will also allows us to capture the
facial configuration, to determine distinctiveness of facial
components, to assign local weights to facial components,
and to separate external and internal facial components. We
propose asemanticapproach for face recognition which is
based on 3D face model and semantic graph matching.

2. SEMANTIC FACE GRAPH

A semantic face graph provides a high-level description of
the face and its facial components. A semantic graph in a
frontal view is shown in Fig. 1. The nodes of the graph rep-
resent semantic facial components (e.g., eyes, mouth, and
hair), each of which is constructed from a subset of con-
nected vertices of the 3D generic face model. A semantic
graph is represented in a 3D space and is compared with
others in a 2D space. Therefore, the 2D appearance of the
semantic graph looks different at different viewpoints due
to the effect of perspective projection of the facial surface.
We adopt Waters’ animation model [7] as the generic face

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1:Semantic face graph shown in a frontal view and con-
taining nodes (a) indicated by text; (b) depicted by curves; (c) filled
with different shades. The edges of the semantic graph are implic-
itly stored in a 3D generic face model and are hidden here.

model because it contains all the internal facial components,
and the face outline, and muscle models for mimicking fa-
cial expressions. However, Waters’ mesh model does not in-
clude the external facial features such as ears and hair. The
hair and the face outline play a crucial role in face recog-
nition. Hence, we add these external facial components to
Waters’ model (currently, only for the frontal view). We
decompose the vertices of the mesh model into two sets:
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Figure 2: 3D triangular-mesh model overlaid with facial curves
including hair and ears at a (a) frontal view; (b) side view.

(i) vertices at the boundaries of facial components and (ii)
vertices belonging to facial component regions. The ver-
tices of a component boundary are described by polygonal
curves (see Fig. 2). LetT0 denote the set of all seman-
tic facial components, which are nodes of the generic se-
mantic graph,G0. That isT0 ={{left eyebrow}}, {right
eyebrows}, {left eye}, ..., {hair boundary} }. Let T be a
subset ofT0, that isT ⊂ 2T0 . Let M be the number of fa-
cial components. For example,T can be specified as{{left
eye}, {right eye}, {mouth}}, whereM is 3. Let the se-
mantic graph projected on a 2D image represented by the
setT be G. The boundary coordinates ofG can be rep-
resented by a pair of sequencesxi(n) and yi(n), where
n = 0, 1, . . . , Ni − 1 and i = 1, . . . , M , for component
i with Ni vertices. The 1D Fourier transform [9],ai(k), of
the signalui(n) = xi(n) + jyi(n) is computed as

ai(k) = F{ui(n)} =
Ni−1∑
n=0

ui(n) · e−j2πkn/Ni , (1)

for facial componenti with a close boundary such as eyes
and mouth, and with end-vertex padding for those having
open boundary such as ears and hair components. The ad-
vantage of using semantic graph descriptors for face match-
ing is that these descriptors can seamlessly encode geomet-
ric relationships (scaling, rotation, translation, and shear-
ing) among facial components in a compact format. The
reconstruction of the complete graph from semantic graph
descriptors is obtained by

ũi(n) = F−1{ai(k)} =
Li−1∑

k=0

ai(k) · ej2πkn/Ni , (2)

whereLi(< Ni) is the number of frequency components
used for componenti. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed se-
mantic face graphs at different levels of Fourier series trun-
cation.

3. FACE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

We propose a face retrieval system that contains four major
modules: face detection, pose estimation, face alignment,

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3: Semantic face graphs at the frontal view are recon-
structed using Fourier descriptors with spatial frequency compo-
nents increasing from (a) 10% to (e) 100%.

and face matching. The face detection module locates faces
(in non-profile views) and facial components in a color im-
age using the algorithm in [1]. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show
an input color image and the detection results. Currently,
we assume that the face images have been captured at near
frontal views; we are implementing a pose estimation mod-
ule. The alignment module uses the face detection results to
align a semantic face graph and the input image in a coarse-
to-fine fashion. In the coarse alignment, a semantic face

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4:Face alignment: (a) input color image; (b) detected face
that is described by an ellipse and an eye-mouth triangle; (c) and
(d) coarsely and finely aligned semantic face graphs, respectively,
overlaid on the face image.

graph is aligned with a given face through theglobal scal-
ing, rotation, and translation, based on the detected loca-
tions of the face and facial components. In the fine align-
ment, the semantic face graph islocally deformed to fit the
face using multiple snakes. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the
results after the coarse and fine alignment, repsectively. In
this paper, the fine alignment is based on the use of a semi-
automatic graphical user interface, although we have auto-
mated the fine alignment for the hair and face outlines, eyes,
nose, and mouth. After aligning semantic face graph to an
image, a matching score for each facial component is gen-
erated according to the visibility of individual components.

After the two phases of face alignment, we can automat-
ically derive a weight (calledsemantic component weight)
for each facial componenti for a subjectP with Np training
face images by

scwP (i) =

{
1 + e−2σ2

d(i)/d2(i) Np > 1,

1 + e−1/d2(i) Np = 1,
(3)

d(i) =
1

NP

NP∑

k=1

SFDi(G0,GPk
) ·msPk(i), (4)

σd(i) =SDk

[
SFDi(G0,GPk

) ·msPk(i)
]
, (5)



whereSFD means semantic facial distance,ms is match-
ing score,SD stands for standard deviation,G0 andGPk

are the coarsely aligned and finely deformed semantic face
graphs, respectively. The semantic component weights take
values between 1 and 2. The semantic facial distance be-
tween two graphs for facial componenti is defined as

SFDi(G0,GPk
) = Dist(SGDG0

i , SGD
GPk
i )

=

[
1
Li

Li∑

k=0

∣∣∣aG0
i (k)− a

GPk
i (k)

∣∣∣
2
]0.5

, (6)

whereSGD stands for semantic graph descriptor. The dis-
tinctiveness of a facial component is evaluated by the se-
mantic facial distanceSFD between the generic semantic
face graph and the aligned/matched semantic graph. The
visibility of a facial component (due to head pose, illumina-
tion, and facial shadow) is estimated by the matching relia-
bility (i.e., matching scores for facial components). Finally,
the 2D semantic face graph of subjectP can be learned from
Np images captured under the similar pose by

GP =
⋃

i

F−1

{
1

NP

NP∑

k=1

SGD
GPk
i

}
. (7)

The matching cost between the subjectP and thek-th face
image of subjectQ can be calculated as

C(P, Qk) =
M∑

i=1

{
scwP (i)·scwQk(i)·SFDi(GP,GQk

)
}

,

(8)
whereM is the number of facial components. Face retrieval
is accomplished by minimizing the matching cost.

4. FACE MATCHING

We have constructed our color face database at near frontal
views with small amounts of variations in facial expres-
sion, face orientation, face size, and lighting conditions,
during different sessions over a period of two months. Fig-
ure 5 shows five images of one subject, while Fig. 6 shows
one image of each of ten subjects. We employ 5 images
per subject for training the semantic face graphs. With re-
substitution and leave-one-out tests, the misclassification rates
are shown in Table 1 using different sets of facial compo-
nents and semantic graph descriptors with the number of
frequency components truncated at three different levels.
Classification errors might be due to the lack of local tex-
ture information in matching. External facial components
are ears, and the hair and the face outlines, while internal
components are eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth. Table 1
shows that the external facial components play an important
role in recognition, and the Fourier descriptors provide com-
pact features for classification because the dimensionality

of the feature space is lower (see Table 2), compared to that
used in eigen-subspace methods. Figures 7 and 8 show the
reconstructed semantic face graphs,GP in Eq. (7), (com-
pare them withG0 in Fig. 1(c)) at two levels of detail. Each
face comparison takes0.0029 sec with Matlab implemen-
tation on a 1.7 GHz CPU. We are conducting other cross-
validation tests for the classification, and are performing
recognition on gallery and probe databases. The semantic
face graph is useful for generating caricatures based on the
component distinctiveness (see Fig. 9).

Figure 5: Five color images (256× 384) of one subject.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 6: One face image of each of ten subjects.

Table 1: Error rates on a 50-image database.

Set T1 T2 T3 T4

Graph

P (%) RS LOO RS LOO RS LOO RS LOO
100% 0% 6% 0% 6% 12% 24% 16% 30%
50% 0% 6% 0% 6% 12% 24% 16% 30%
30% 0% 6% 0% 12% 16% 24% 18% 34%

P: % of frequency components,T1: All components,T2: External
components,T3: Internal components,T4: Eyes and Eyebrows,
RS: Re-substitution, LOO: Leave-one-out.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented the framework of semantic face recogni-
tion, which is designed to automatically derive weights for
facial components based on their distinctiveness and visibil-
ity, and to perform face matching based on these component



weights. The proposed semantic face graph is useful for (i)
constructing compact features for face classification that can
incorporate geometric face shape through Fourier descrip-
tors, (ii) face matching based on selected components, and
(iii) generating facial caricatures. We plan to fully automate
the deformation of semantic graph for different head poses,
incorporate component texture (shadings) into the semantic
graph descriptors, update the 3D face model based on 2D
images, and enlarge the color face database for classifica-
tion.

Table 2: Dimensionality of semantic graph descriptors for
individual facial components.

P (%) 100% 50% 30%
Dimension Ni Li Li

Eyebrow 12 5 3
Eye 13 7 3
Nose 34 13 7
mouth 14 7 3
Face outline 36 17 11
Ear 11 5 3
Hair 19 9 5

P: % of frequency components,Ni: the dimension of semantic
graph descriptors,Li: the dimension of truncated descriptors.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 7:Semantic face shapes of 10 subjects reconstructed from
Fourier descriptors using all the frequency components.
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